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Make magic with Ricky Tims! new technique! 4 projects and lots of inspiration.
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Ricky Tims is an award-winning quilter, a best-selling author, an encouraging teacher, a talented

musician, and a spellbinding speaker. His presentations feature live music and humor plus his own

insights. He currently co-hosts the online quilting show, The Quilt Show (www.thequiltshow.com),

with popular quilter Alex Anderson. He lives in Arvada, Colorado.

I couldn't figure out how convergence quilts were made. When I got the book, I laughed cause they

are strips cut at certain thicknesses. Ha. But the idea is genius.There's 3 projects in the book, plus a

gallery and his story. The book has several examples and fabric suggestions. The quilts are

stunning. I found the fabric online and ordered it. I was surprised how it's a relatively simple concept

but the quilts are beautiful.I suggest keeping an eye out for fabrics for convergence quilts and

getting the book and reading through it first. It's definitely my next project. I'm so pleased I bought

the book.

Some quilting books show gorgeous quilts that you know you'll never make. The techniques are

complex and time consuming, or the writing fails to give you confidence that you understand the

steps involved. Perhaps it'd make sense if someone showed you just once... but the instructions are



confusing.Ricky Tims avoids these pitfalls, with a book that is *incredibly* well written -- and yields

brilliant results.Just how easy is this? I made my first convergence quilt top in two or three hours,

while I was also watching a baseball game, using 4 fat quarters that I already had on hand. And I'm

no quilting wiz.Since then, I've made two additional convergence quilts, and I'm sure to make

several more (the holidays are coming, after all). As a quilting instructor pointed out, these are like

potato chips, in that you can't stop at one. I've loved every quilt I've made, and so has everyone

who has seen these quilts.Do note that the basic quilt is very small -- perfect for a wall quilt but not

much more. I think you could create several of these as blocks to turn into a bed quilt, but you'd be

on your own to do so. The quilt is so easy to make and I like the results so much that I am tempted

to give it a try.This would be a great book for someone who is fairly new to quilting. I wouldn't

suggest it as your very first book (you should do at least a few small traditional projects first), but the

forgiving nature of the techique is sure to give you a quilt to be proud of. It's all straight lines, and

despite the appearance of the quilt it has no complex piecing. What fun! Highly recommended.

The book was in good condition as listed. The patterns are easy to understand and the designs are

beautiful. Glad I made the purchase.

I made a quilt using the instructions in this book. His instructions were clear and easy to follow.Also,

he has several examples in the book done by others which gives a wider range of views on how the

fabric choices affect the outcome.That's useful in planning a users quilt project.

I saw quilt examples on Pintrest. Curiosity peaked, I bought the book, I followed the diction and

voila... I sewed a convergent block!

delighted i found it. will probably need experienced help with the pattern. i'm slow in comprehending

even with pictures.it did lead me to look on line for others who had successfully finished these

patterns. lovely.

Not worth the price. No clear pattern instructions.

Recommended reading. Learn to communicate with the most difficult people!
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